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RECONSIDERATION 

DA 201935555  Block: 9 Section: 35 PAGE – 35 Petterd Street 

 

The Friends of Hawker Village (FoHV) lodged a submission on this DA in June 2019.  We are 

pleased to see that our main objection has been overcome with the removal of the double carport 

from the front yard.  According to the Application for Reconsideration, the changes to the 

original plans include: 

Design amended to address ALL conditions of refusal. 

1) Unit 2 double carport deleted and replaced with single garage with h/c stand 

2) remove proposed carport in front yard and convert ex. pergola to carport 

3) provide h/c stand adjacent to unit 1 carport. Driveway modified to suit 

4) modify/extend courtyard wall to form new POS for unit 1 and replace living room window 

with sliding door and build new steps/landing 

5) provide pc metal fixed louvred screen outside of Unit 1 bed 1 window 

6) remove roofing over alfresco and provide open pergola 

7) renew ALL boundary fences with 2.lm high timber paling fences 

The remaining concerns of FoHV include: 

1. The new arrangement of single carports with accompanying hard car stands creates an 

area between the two houses that will be almost entirely covered in concrete.   

2. A small grass area exists between the eastern fence and the end of the H/C stand behind 

Unit 1 but there is no indication whether this will retain the existing tree, as suggested on 

the original site map.  Likewise, the proposed tree near the letterbox on the original 

diagram is lacking on the revised landscape diagram.  It is likely that the grass between 

the two houses will be replaced with tanbark or similar to avoid mowing. 
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3. Unit 2 is unlikely to have any grass cover.  The intention to plant shrubs along the back 

fence means that this area will be too narrow to have any useful function.  It is doubtful 

that grass cover will be maintained here; it is more likely to be covered in gravel or 

paved.   

4. The front POS will be surrounded by a wall that is just under 50% of the width of the 

block and will enclose an area much greater than the required 6x6 metres.  It is likely to 

be paved for most of this area, thus reducing the planting and absorbing areas on the 

block. 

5. The boundary fence height all round has been increased from 1.8m to 2.1m.  FoHV note 

the comment in the Decision that: 

 
Presumably, this explains the change in fence height, however, given the size of the 

block, such a tall fence along three sides will look more like an enclosure or a gaol.  It 

will not encourage casual conversations with neighbours and will be distinctly unfriendly.  

From a privacy point of view, there is no reason for such a high fence beside the 

driveway nor, in fact, on the other side of Unit 1 which currently has, and always has had, 

a 1.5 metre fence less than two metres away from the building. 

 

Conclusion 

There will be too much hard surface and not enough grass. 

There will be a reduction in absorptive capacity and an increase in heat bank effect. 

The solar access to Unit 2 living area is barely adequate. 

The need for privacy screens on bedroom windows is undesirable. 

The extensive 2.1m fencing is not in keeping with the suburb’s character and is not necessary 

for the entire fence line. 

This request for reconsideration of the original decision highlights the difficulty of achieving 

greater densification on existing blocks whilst maintaining desirable characteristics, 

especially in mitigating the heat bank effect. 
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